
 

 

Starting with this extract, explore how Shakespeare presents Lady Macbeth.         
Write about: 
             How Shakespeare presents Lady Macbeth in this extract. 
             How Shakespeare presents Lady Macbeth in the play as a whole. 
 
Shakespeare presents Lady Macbeth as a multifaceted character and complex human being, but 
different audiences will view her in varying lights. To a Jacobean audience, Lady Macbeth is evil 
and cunning. The bold defiance of her ‘natural’ role as a woman in society is alarming and the fact 
that she dares to possess ambition and to chase it deems her ‘deserving’ of the fate that befalls 
her. In the eyes of a modern audience, she is only guilty of conspiring to kill the king. In this extract, 
Lady Macbeth is broken and lost within her self, one word! tormented by the demons that she and 
her husband created. Through her restlessness and madness, Shakespeare could be exploring the 
effect that disobedience to God and the Great Chain of Being will have on a person, explicitly 
telling his viewers that you will not lead a life of comfort or satisfaction, even when you achieve 
what you wanted to achieve. Due to the fact that the play Macbeth was essentially a tribute to King 
James I, the character of Lady Macbeth could also be a reference to Elizabeth I, who killed James' 
mother and was also seen as an ‘unnatural’ woman because she was childless and independent. 
 
At the beginning of the extract, Lady Macbeth is sleepwalking and talking in her sleep. She seems 
confused and stuck between the present, future and past. She says: ‘Out, damned spot! Out I 
say!’, which is representative of her present state; her guilt-ridden mind has painted her hands with 
blood and the fact that she is unable to ‘wash’ it off indicates that Lady Macbeth was never able to 
enjoy life as a queen and that she will constantly be reminded of the severity of her actions until 
her last breath. ‘Hell is murky’ suggests that ‘hell’ is inevitable for Lady Macbeth and she knows it. 
Indeed she can already see it and knows what it’s like. Her past here is divided between 
immediately pre and post-murder. She says: ‘What need we fear who knows it when none can call 
our power to account?’. This is the stage where she was persuading Macbeth to kill Duncan and 
serves as further proof that she regrets murdering the king as it causes one to speculate that 
because she’s seen the consequences, she would go back and do things differently. It also seems 
as if she is aiming to reassure herself that everything will be fine. ‘Who would have thought the old 
man to have had so much blood in him’, further reinforces Lady Macbeth’s feelings of guilt and 
repentance, ‘so much’ highlighting the amount of blood that she sees on her hands. 
 
Lady Macbeth also mentions Lady Macduff who was killed on Macbeth’s orders. ‘The Thane of Fife 
had a wife. Where is she now?’. While Lady Macbeth was not involved with her murder, it is 
obvious that she feels some kind of accountability, particularly because she pushed Macbeth into 
allowing his ruthlessness to take over him. Her use of ‘Where is she now?’ which make it seem as 
if Lady Macduff is merely missing implies that in addition to feeling distressed by the murder of 
completely innocent people, she sees her self in Lady Macduff’s position, lost, easily silenced and 
forgotten.Excellent – thoughtful interpretation!  
 
Macbeth’s ‘Will all great Neptune’s ocean wash this blood Clean from my hand?’ is echoed by his 
wife towards the end of the extract when she asks: ‘What, will these hands ne'er be clean?’. 
They express that the crime of regicide is so great that they will have blood on their hands forever 
and that they will always be haunted by it. Lady Macbeth’s exclamation is slightly shocking 
considering the fact that when Duncan was murdered she told Macbeth that a little water will clear 
them of their deed. Shakespeare is showing the audience that she now fully understands the 
consequences of her crime and that she will never be able to escape it. ‘These hands’ highlights 
that right now she only sees her self as the perpetrator and that she is not sharing any of the guilt 
with Macbeth in her mind. Why do you think this is the case?  
 
Lady Macbeth’s ‘weakness’ in this extract completely juxtaposes with her character at the 
beginning of the play. Then she is strong-willed and determined, even calling on spirits to ‘unsex’ 
her. Here she seems to want to become more male and lose her feminine attributes in order to 
help Macbeth kill Duncan. This would very clearly be horrifying for a Jacobean audience were 
supposed to stay in the moulds within the roles that society had created for them and alert them to 
her wicked and unnatural ways. As previously mentioned, this could be a direct reference to King 



 

 

James’ predecessor Elizabeth, who at one point stated that she had the ‘mind and soul of a king’ 
and who was a ‘virgin’ queen. Shakespeare could be highlighting that because these women 
are/were the way they are/were, they will both leave no legacy, is that quite true though? which is 
the equivalent of downfall and being unsuccessful. – or is LM the scapegoat of a society which 
mocked and was frightened of women gaining power?  
 
While throughout most of the play Lady Macbeth is made out to be inherently evil, Shakespeare 
portrays her ‘softer’ side when she vocalises her thoughts: ’Had he not resembled my father as he 
slept, I had done’t.’ Lady Macbeth’s inability to commit a murder she claims she can highlight that 
she is not really ruthless under her persona. She is certainly not bloodthirsty and can feel emotions 
like love, which the truly wicked cannot. Shakespeare could be stressing that while women like 
Lady Macbeth and perhaps Queen Elizabeth can attempt to act ‘powerful’ and step out of their 
God-given positions, they will always be weak and feeble females. Why does Shakespeare do 
this? Consider the way Shakespeare presents complex characters – her weakness further 
intruigues the audience after she has transformed into a powerful masculine like figure! 
 
In conclusion, the character of Lady Macbeth at the beginning of the play contrasts greatly with her 
character at the end. She starts off wanting to be filled with cruelty and ends by killing herself. 
Additionally, there is not only a shift in the balance of power between Lady Macbeth and Macbeth, 
there is also a change in sentiment. First, she was in control and unbothered, but now she is 
helpless. How guilty or malevolent Lady Macbeth really is will be perceived differently depending 
on the era the audience is viewing the play in.Indeed – consider how a modern audience would 
perceive LM in contrast to Jacobean audiences! 
 
Another outstanding essay Fatemeh giving me food for thought! 

Your comments show an insightful and complex understanding of LM and the way she is presented 

within the extract as well as the rest of the play. 

You could have developed ideas around Queen Elizabeth and how she would have influenced 

Shakespeare and Jacobean audiences about female stereotypes and the ways in which women who tried 

to defy these were perceived then and now! 

You did miss opportunities to really develop how LM is presented at the start of the play. Make sure to 

link analysis back to your ‘big idea’ so that there is a consistent clear sense of direction throughout your 

essay. 

 

Mark: 26/30 + 4/4 = 29/34  

Well done!  


